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About This Content

This additional content pack contains the following items;
•Full "Scythe" Hero Outfit

•Full "Bowerstone Guard" Hero Outfit
•Full "Knothole Glade Guard" Hero Outfit

•Full "Guild Graduate" Hero Outfit
•Full "Prophets" Hero Outfit

•"N.W.A. Staff" Will User's Sceptre
•"The Headbanger" Lute Weapon

•Full "Apollo's" Ranger Hero Outfit
•"Apollo's" Legendary Crossbow Weapon

•Full "Peirates" Pirate Hero Outfit
•"Peirates" Legendary Cutlass Weapon
•Full "Snowspire Guard" Hero Outfit
•"The Jackarse" Dead Fish Weapon

•"Sword of Strategia" Golden Sword Weapon
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Title: Fable Anniversary - Scythe Content Pack
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Lionhead Studios
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: Intel 2GHz Core2 Duo / AMD Athlon 64 x2 2.4GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon X1800/ Nvidia GeForce 7600GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Do not buy. I dont think multiplayer even works. Not many people even play it and no AI's that you can go against. I played it
few years ago, when it wasn't on steam yet. I don't remember everything but what I do remember is that it was a wonderful
experience for me. The developers created a fantastic world and they've put a lot of love into it, I'm sure of that.

It's an interesting RPG with few twists here and there. In short:

The combat system is the one and only weakness of the game. If you really love fighting and you are not interested in other
game mechanics then this is not a game for you.

The item progression is really good and there is a lot of interesting items to be found.

There is a good number of interesting skills.

The characters are fresh and funny and amazing!

A lot of puzzles and interaction with items in the world.

It's just a wonderful little RPG, it's different from other games. It will take you around 20 hours to finish. I would play it on easy
difficulty so you are not bothered with the combat. It's not hard by any means, but why bother.

Go play it! Are you playing it yet?. Note: If you think this is a kid's game, then you're sadly mistaken. I tested this on a young
sibling because I was busy, and they got stuck on the first level and couldn't figure it out themselves. Not a great game to distract
young kids with.

This is a great game if you like a casual SIMPLE puzzle game (emphasis on simple), however, its simplicity is also its weakness
as well. I found the overall game great. The art is well made, simple and child-like, the music very uplifting, casual and nice, and
the puzzles very simple and satisfying and easy. However, there were times when I overthought the puzzle and didn't look
closely enough. There are so many hints in here that are obvious and there are hints in here that you can easily overlook and get
stuck on for a an hour or so because you didn't register it in your mind, and that really throws off into a blunder. The art also
gets in the way, because the game trains you to not focus on the small minor details throughout the game, and then they throws
in a hint using that small detail that they've been using as a background effect. Overall, if you're looking for a hard head-
scratching game, then this is not the game for you.. It's a good game, but I wouldn't but it for more than its sold for.
I bought it by browsing through random games. I like the style and gameplay, its just a simple shooter thats fun and good
looking. The biggest turn off for me is how hard it is. Not in a good way.
Five minutes into the game I felt like I was playing the final boss, and it just became frustrating. And there is no way to continue
as well, few lives and your out. I only saw a minute worth of this game, and its a shame. Maybe the difficulty is a way to hide
how short this game is, but I would prefere to play a 15 minutes game than spending hours seeing the same stuff again and
again. I like a challange, but it often felt unfair as there are bullets you are unable to sneak by.
Would I buy it again? Yes.
Would I like it to be a little bit more fair? Double yes.. I was sitting down at work about three days ago, thinking to myself "I
just want a shooter that makes absolutely no sense. Something where you're flying around, shooting people and stuff"--This is
the exact type of game I was thinking about.
No body was playing when I was playing, but even just playing with bots was AMAZING.
Love it, 7\/10
Hope more people play and that's all I can say.. You play as a detective summoned to a village by an urgent letter from a Mrs.
Fisher. Apparently, her husband was given a strange pendant by a mysterious dwarf named S.G. (While I realize these games are
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intended to stand on their own, one would think that a detective taking these cases in sequence would know how dangerous that
dwarf is.) All he wanted for the pendant was a mirror. Mr. Fisher took the amulet, but refused to part with the mirror.

And now the recent dead are walking the streets, and Mr. Fisher has\u2026 changed. And as the local undertaker, that could be
very bad.

The plot is interesting, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames engaging. Get the bundle for best results. All four games are
decent.. This game makes everyone involved scream in delight, surprise, anguish, frustration and ecstacy.. 8.5\/10!

Oh man! What a pleasant surprise! This VN is mad good!!

Its beginnings aren\u2019t terribly original\u2014you awake in a decrepit hospital with no memories and with only an AI to help
guide you out before the hospital loses oxygen. Everyone else you meet is dead. Everything is crumbling. Why?

Where the game goes after that is interesting, and tackles questions I see a decent amount in sci-fi about life without death in
interesting ways. The writing is tight and punchy, and the rate at which information is revealed is the right one, with the right
rhythm and pacing. Smaller substories end up feeding into the larger one in exactly the right way. Your AI companion, L,
provides the perfect compliment to the dark tone by being a breath of fresh air, sharp and irreverent but never annoying.

This is one step shy of a point and click adventure game, and it\u2019s rewarding navigating the world and exploring the map to
find more information in the world and in messages you find. I loved the art style, and found that even though its loose,
everything was easy to make out and navigate. The CGs in particular are great\u2014there are several dozen of them, more than
I\u2019ve ever seen in a VN before, and they\u2019re incredibly evocative. Major major kudos to the two women who made
up the main art team!

I started and finished this in one day because I really wanted to find out what will come next, what will come after that, what
else will I explore, and that\u2019s a great feeling.. I have over 5000 hours on this awesome game. This game has seen so many
publishers who have all failed and burned the ground (I mean even a damn private server managed to do better than official
publishers..), this new publisher isnt an exception. Get ready to empty your wallet cause if youre not spending 50euros/month
youre not gonna advance much, thats sad but true. I rate it 10/10

PS let this game die already
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X-Wing (Alliance) is a game that is not only "Starwars" on the shiny surface. Gets you deeper into a Starwars experience than a
texture mod for Batllefield ever will.. This game is fun, several distinct classes to play, somewhat difficult gameplay. I would
recommend getting it on sale.. Overall Rating \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606

A classic. If you're old enough to remember \u201cShareware\u201d you're old enough to appreciate this game. Back to the
days of DOS. This game still holds all the original charm as the first time I played it. Even the music is still great, nothing feels
dated or bad.

If you're looking for a retro game to try, definitely pick this one up. It has enough level, enemy, and weapon variety to keep you
interested. Pretty diverse for it's time. Back when Apogee was great!. It's Lumines, what can you say? Missing heavenly star
skin.. I don't really recomend this game because it is super duper hard at the end and I hate why there were so many obsticals.
But hey I still finished the game ̿'̿'\̵͇̿̿\з=( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°)=ε/̵͇̿̿/'̿̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ And if you want to spend along time playing a game, then realizing you did
it wrong, that's fine by me. Just remeber what I said before playing dis game. It also feels like a waste of your time after you're
playing it for awhile. THATS ALL I HAVE TO SAY. (Thank You). DONT GET THIS GAME!!! Its litterlay less than 20
minutes and we dont even know if thats the ending or not so just dont get it.. I am seriously unimpressed. If the game doesnt
look good, I expect awesome gameplay. No gameplay ? Well, give me awesome graphics. This game, sadly, lacks both. Again - I
would have loved if steam would have given me "indifferent" option here. Because I give the game 5/10.. But it lacks just
enough so I wouldn`t recommend it.
It`s mostly a walking simulator. But you have to walk in serious copy/paste environments. I`ll get into detail further.

I liked the idea at the beginning - firefighter wakes up and there`s fire everywhere. He doesn`t remember what happened. And
slowly playing you regain his memory. And there are flashbacks now and then to his first days at work as a firefighter.
It`s all well and good. Until these flashbacks start to happen every half a minute. The game is just jumping back and forth all the
time. You start to lose focus at what is actually happening. While at that - when you get back to the main game after flashback,
all your inventory is gone. Not that it matters - you usually have what you need laying on the ground anyway. But that is just
lazy. Would have been much more flawless if inventory stayed (even if it`s just a fire extenguisher).

Oh boy - levels. Again - at first it`s all good and well. Environments change a bit, now and then there`s something interesting to
see. But after that it just gets repetative. In the end there`s a catwalk you have to cross to get out. It`s seriously the same s*** all
over again all the time. Nothing changes. You just run and run for minutes.

The game is short. Two and a half hours to finish it.
Why are half of achievements in english and half in german ? Why does half of achievements half some kind of filler text as
despcription (it`s all same for those achievements). And after checking them out I didnt get some that were related to story..

All in all - I got it in bundle. I did enjoy finishing it. But thats it - as a part of bundle. Why not..
. Great movie, Poor viewing quality. Does not play in the resolution described. Loads of screen artifacts.

Buy this movie, just on a different format.
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